Or-sets were introduced by Imielinski, Naqvi and Vadaparty for dealing with limited forms of disjunctive information in database queries. Independently, Rounds used a similar notion for representing disjunctive and conjunctive information in the context of situation theory. In this paper we formulate a query language with adequate expressive power for or-sets.
In [7, 6, 15, 20] Definition. Given a definable morphism f : s~t. Suppose there is a morphism preserve(f) : Theorem 6 Let z be an object with size x = n containing or-sets. Assume that every subobject of type {(t')} has size at ieast 21, every subobject of type tl x (t") or (t") x i? has size at least 6 and every object of type ((t')) has size at least 3, where t' and tl) do not we the or-set type constructor. Then size normalize(z) < :tin Moreover, for any n divisible by 3 there exists an object z such that size z = n and size normalize(z) = $8".
•1 There is also the appealing possibility of using or-sets in merging databases. For example, a merge operator for combining databases can be defined as merge({(idl, a), (idz, b)}, {(idl, a'), (idz, b')}) = {(idl, (a, a')), (idz, (b, b'))}. 
